
 

 

What is light? 

• What is light? 

• What is a light source? 

• What is dark? 

• What is reflection? 

• What materials are good at reflecting light? 

• How do mirrors work? 

• Can light from the sun be harmful? 

Ideas to show some of your findings from the questions above: 

• Design/draw/label a new Cumberworth school bag that uses materials 

that are good at reflecting light so that the bag can be clearly seen when 

reflecting light in the dark. 

• Design an advert for a new line of sun hats or sunglasses, describing the 

benefits of how your new ‘sun wear’ protects your eyes and skin from UV 

rays. 

• Research Leonardo Di Vinci and his ‘mirror writing’. Can you create a 

mirror message in the same way to show how mirrors reverse images? 

• Create a table to sort/list objects from in and around your house that 

are, and are not, light sources.  

What are shadows? 

• What are shadows and how are they formed? 

• What do the words opaque, translucent and transparent mean and how 

are they linked to shadows? 

• Can you change the size of a shadow? 

• Can you change the direction of a shadow?  

Ideas to show some of your findings from the questions above: 

• Create a shadow puppet theatre. 

• Devise a fair test, whereby you vary the distance of an opaque object 

from a light source and record the size of the object’s shadow. 

• Place an object outside (such as a bottle, or you!) and trace the shadow 

(using chalk) of the object at different points throughout the day. 

• Find objects around the house and write or draw them in a chart to show 

which are opaque, translucent or transparent. 
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How you present your 

work is up to you, e.g. 

labelled diagrams, 

posters, power-points, cut 

and stick designs or other. 

 


